An intelligent framework for the classification of the 12-lead ECG.
An intelligent framework has been proposed to classify an unknown 12-Lead electrocardiogram into one of a possible number of mutually exclusive and combined diagnostic classes. The framework segregates the classification problem into a number of bi-dimensional classification problems, requiring individual bi-group classifiers for each individual diagnostic class. The bi-group classifiers were generated employing Neural Networks (NN), combined with a combination framework containing an Evidential Reasoning framework to accommodate for any conflicting situations between the bi-group classifiers. A number of different feature selection techniques were investigated with the aim of generating the most appropriate input vector for the bi-group classifiers. It was found that by reducing the original input feature vector, the generalisation ability of the classifiers, when exposed to unseen data, was enhanced and subsequently this reduced the computational requirements of the network itself. The entire framework was compared with a conventional approach to NN classification and a rule based classification approach. The framework attained a significantly higher level of classification in comparison with the other methods; 80.0% compared with 66.7% for the rule based technique and 68.00% for the conventional neural approach.